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Motivation
◼ The appearance of Linux container technology

has profoundly changed the development and

deployment of multi-tier distributed applications.

◼ The imperfect system resource isolation features

and the kernel-sharing mechanism will introduce

significant security risks to the container-based

cloud.

Problem Formulation

Contribution
◼ A robust and real-time unsupervised anomaly

detection system is proposed termed Pudding for

container cloud using system call sequences.

◼ Our method is applicable to the environment

without a large number of labeled samples and

has a strong perception of the unforeseen normal

patterns.

◼ Pudding can easily be integrated into the

container cloud platform as a security service

without any hardware or kernel modifications

while ensuring the transparency of container

services.

System Call Sequences
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◼ The Pudding integrates data collecting, preprocessing,

generative modeling, and anomaly detection modules in a

non-intrusive manner. The overview of our proposed system:

◼ Data Collection: The data collection module is implemented by a

Linux system call termed ptrace, which automatically senses the

creation, operation, and extinction of the container in real-time.

◼ Generative Network Structure: The deep generative network G

is constructed by BiLSTM-based variational auto-encoder, where

one BiLSTM is utilized as an inferential network (encoder) to

estimate the underlying probability distribution of the latent

variable z, another BiLSTM is utilized as the generative network

(decoder) to sample the reconstructed output Ƹ𝑧 from the

conditional probability distribution 𝑝 ȁ𝑥𝑡 𝑧𝑡 .

◼ Anomaly Detection: he anomaly detector is directly connected to

the generation network 𝓰 and receives the reconstruction

probability served as our anomaly detection scores, which will be

applied to make the final decision subsequently.

Dataset
◼ The UNM public dataset and the system call sequences

collected in real container environment.

◼ The dataset we built contains a total of 1,315,815 time-series

data, of which anomalies account for 0.63%.

Results Analysis
◼ The trend of temporal reconstruction probabilities for normal and 

abnormal sequences, respectively.

◼ Detection Performance comparison of different baseline 

approaches under various evaluation metrics.
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Our proposed method leverages the generative characteristics of

VAE to learn the robust representations of normal patterns by

reconstruction probabilities while being sensitive to long-term

dependencies. Our evaluations on real-world datasets show that

our method achieves excellent detection performance without

introducing much performance overhead to the container cloud.
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